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Loving Vincent
Showing Saturday 16 February 2019 2 PM
The world’s first painted feature film brings to life the paintings of Vincent van Gogh.  Variously labelled a 
madman, a genius or a layabout, no other artist has attracted more popular interest than Vincent. Thanks 
to 125 artists and 65,000 hand painted frames we now have a dramatized enquiry into his final months of 
life is shown as a continuously moving oil painting acted by various animated portraits from his most well-
known paintings. 
M Mature themes (95 minutes)

Ali’s Wedding
Showing Saturday 16 March 2019 2 PM
Ali’s father has promised him in marriage to another family’s daughter at their mosque. It is also assumed 
he will easily pass his exams for medical school. He wants to please his family but what must he do to live 
up to all these impossible expectations? Fake it. Just fake it all; because as the son of a respected cleric he 
thinks he doesn’t have much choice in the matter.  
An irreverent and warm hearted comedy about exams, bad advice and love for the wrong girl in a 
multicultural Australia.
M  Mature themes and coarse language (105 minutes) Spoken in English and Arabic with English subtitles

Bombshell: the Hedy Lamarr story
Showing Saturday 13 April 2019 2 PM
What does a scandalous actress from the 1930s and 40s have in common with the inventor of encryption 
technology used in Cell phones and Bluetooth today? They are both Hedy Lamarr, a much married movie 
star whose patented invention was first stolen by the US Navy for use in guiding torpedos. 
Hedy Lamarr was once spurned as being too beautiful to be that smart and now she tells her own story 
through the recovery of once lost audio tapes.
M Nudity (86 minutes)

Sweet Country
Showing Saturday 18 May 2019 2 PM
It’s the 1920s and an Aboriginal farm hand goes on the run with his wife after committing a crime. The 
local constable (Bryan Brown) and a black tracker begin their search but the harsh outback and its 
surprise dangers decide for them who will dominate. But can justice ultimately be served? Directed by 
indigenous film maker Warwick Thornton, the film uses flash forwards and flash backs to break up the 
narrative linearity in a classic Western genre film that also carries the weight of colonial history on its 
shoulders.
MA15+ Strong violence (108 minutes)

My Cousin Rachel
Showing Saturday 15 June 2019 2 PM
As based on the classic novel of desire and paranoia by Daphne du Maurier. When the young heir to 
a Cornish estate suspects foul play in the death of his newly married cousin in Florence, he is surprised 
when the mysterious and now destitute widow Rachel travels to England and then stays at his home. 
Passion seems to overtake reason as he finds himself repenting of his once vengeful thoughts. So is Rachel 
innocent of any crime or just using her charms to gain autonomy in a man’s world so clearly stacked 
against her?
M Sex scene and coarse language (101 minutes)
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Darkest Hour
Showing Saturday 20 July 2019 2 PM
During the early days of WW2, Britain faces a very real threat of Nazi invasion and defeat.  Winston 
Churchill (as played by a mesmerising Gary Oldman who won an Academy Award for this role) faces a 
dreadful choice: negotiate for peace with Hitler and submit to German rule, or rally the British people to 
fight on against seemingly impossible odds in a war which will surely wreak a terrible toll on their country.
PG Mild themes and coarse language (120 minutes)

Truman
Showing Saturday 17 August 2019 2 PM
‘Truman’ was the most awarded Spanish film of 2016 and deservedly so.
When Julian receives an unexpected visit from his childhood friend Tomas the encounter is bittersweet. 
Tomas is refusing all medical treatment and needs his friend to help him put his affairs in order, reconcile 
past disputes and, most importantly, find a home for his beloved dog named Truman. This is a moving 
and entertaining reflection on friends for life and life’s unexpected ups and downs.
MA15+  Strong sex scene (106 minutes) Spoken in Spanish with English subtitles

Dunkirk
Showing Saturday 21 September 2019 2 PM
Most are familiar with the historic rescue of trapped Allied soldiers from the coastal town of Dunkirk. 
But with this film director Christopher Nolan offers his distinctive time shifting flair.  We see three stories 
in land, sea and air which unfold in overlapping durations and conclude at the same moment. Thus 
the beach locale covers a week, a sea journey is a day and the air sortie is an hour. The result has been 
praised as “a stone cold masterpiece” and a “shatteringly convincing spectacle”.
M Mature themes, violence and coarse language. (102 minutes)

Macbeth
Showing Saturday 19 October 2019 2 PM
A thrilling interpretation of the visceral realities of medieval life and the shifting politics of trust, treachery 
and the supernatural.  
Set in a cold and war torn Scottish landscape, Shakespeare’s Macbeth charts the tragedy of an honoured 
warrior and his wife brought undone by their overarching ambition. 
Bloody, bold and resolute; Macbeth and his Lady will take you with them on a hell bound journey.
MA15+ Strong violence (108 minutes)

The Party
Showing Saturday 16 November 2019 2 PM
A celebratory party for seven friends descends into comic farce as unexpected revelations and past 
connections are revealed. Filmed in glorious black & white with deep focus camera work, this real time 
film features an international cast including a roguish Timothy Spall as the slow thinking centre piece.  
This is a wickedly absurd parlour piece.
MA15+ Strong drug use and coarse language (68 minutes)
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